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INTRODUCTION
w xIn 8 , K. Morita introduced a useful notion of duality between cate-
gories of modules, usually called ``Morita duality.'' He proved that every
duality is given by contravariant hom functors defined by a bimodule which
is an injective cogenerator for both categories of modules. On the other
hand, the equivalences between categories of comodules over a coalgebra
w xwere characterized by M. Takeuchi 12 . In this paper, we study the
dualities between categories of comodules. A notion of duality for general
Grothendieck categories that seems to extend Morita duality satisfactorily
w xwas introduced by R. R. Colby and K. R. Fuller in 1 . It has been recently
w xinvestigated by J. L. Gomez Pardo and P. A. Guil Asensio 3, 4, 6 .Â
Section 1 is devoted to obtaining a complete characterization of
Colby]Fuller dualities between coalgebras. A coalgebra C over a field k is
right semiperfect if the category M C of right C-comodules has enough
projectives. If C and D are coalgebras over a field k, then either C and D
are left and right semiperfect or there is no Colby]Fuller duality between
the category of right C-comodules and the category of left D-comodules
 .  .Theorem 1.11 . This, together with Theorem 1.6 2 , shows that there is a
* This paper was written while the second author was a Visiting Professor at the University
of Almerõa supported by the DGICYT under Grant SAB94-0290.Â
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Colby]Fuller duality between the coalgebras C and D if and only if C and
D are right and left semiperfect and their categories of finite-dimensional
 .comodules are dual equivalent. Moreover, if C is right semiperfect and
D is left semiperfect, then there is a bijective correspondence between
Colby]Fuller dualities between M C and DM and equivalences between
C D  .M and M Theorem 1.7 . As a consequence, we will show that every
Colby]Fuller duality between coalgebras is determined by a bicomodule
which is a quasi-finite injective cogenerator for both categories of comod-
 .ules Corollary 1.8 . To achieve these results, we need to prove some facts
on equivalences.
In Section 2 we will show that if C and D are Colby]Fuller dual or
Takeuchi-equivalent cocommutative coalgebras, then they are isomorphic
 .Theorem 2.11 .
Our basic references on coalgebras, comodules, and abelian categories
w xare 11, 12, 2 .
1. EQUIVALENCE AND DUALITY
Fix a commutative field k. Let C be a coalgebra over k with comultipli-
w xcation D : C ª C m C and counit e : C ª k. We refer to 11 for theC C
U  .details. The dual space C s Hom C, k is endowed with a canonicalk
algebra structure. The structure map for a right C-comodule M will be
denoted by r : M ª M m C. The coalgebra C can be considered as aM
right C-comodule with structure map r s D . The right C-comodulesC C
together with the C-collinear maps between them form a Grothendieck
category M C. In fact, M C is isomorphic to a closed subcategory of the
category U Mod of all left modules over CU. This is the category of theC
U  .Urational left C -modules and will be denoted by Rat Mod . In particular,C
the C-collinear maps between C-comodules are precisely the CU-linear
maps between them. The category of left C-comodules will be denoted
by CM.
If W is a k-vector space and X is a right C-comodule, then W m X is a
right C-comodule with structure map I m r : W m X ª W m X m C.W X
Moreover, if W is a right C-comodule, then the structure map r :W
W ª W m C becomes C-collinear.
w x  .Consider coalgebras C and D. Following 12 , a C, D -bicomodule M is
a left C-comodule and right D-comodule such that the C-comodule
structure map m : M ª C m M is D-collinear or, equivalently, that theM
D-comodule structure map r : M ª M m D is C-collinear.M
Assume that X and Y are, respectively, right and left comodules over a
coalgebra C. The cotensor product X I Y is defined as the kernel of theC
 .morphism r m I y I m r : X m Y ª X m C m Y. If M is a C, D -X Y X Y C D
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 .bicomodule and N is a D, E -bicomodule, then the comodule structureD E
maps r : M ª C m M and r : N ª N m E induce the structure mapsM N
 .  .r I I : M I N ª C m M I N s C m M I N and I I r :M D N D D D M D N
 .  .M I N ª M I N m E s M I N m E which make M I N aD D D D
 .C, E -bicomodule. Moreover, M I N is a left C- and right E-subcomod-D
ule of M m N. The right C-comodules of finite length are precisely the
k-finite-dimensional ones, because every simple comodule is finite dimen-
sional. Let us denote by M C the full subcategory of M C whose objectsf
are the finite-dimensional right C-comodules. This subcategory is generat-
ing, since the finite-dimensional right comodules form a set of generators
of M C.
 wLet A be an abelian category. A is said to be k-linear see, e.g., 10,
x.  .I.0.2 if Hom X, Y is a vector space for every X, Y g A and theA
 .  .  .composition maps Hom Y, Z = Hom X, Y ª Hom X, Z are k-bi-A A A
linear. A category of comodules over a k-coalgebra is k-linear abelian.
 .Throughout this paper, every covariant or contravariant functor
T : A ª B between k-linear abelian categories is assumed to be k-linear,
 .   .  ..in the sense that the induced map Hom X, Y ª Hom T X , T Y isA B
k-linear for every X, Y g A.
It what follows, C and D will denote k-coalgebras. If there is an
equivalence of categories M C between and M D then the categories CM
D w xand M are also equivalent 12, Proposition 2.1, Theorem 3.5 . We will say
then that C and D are Takeuchi-equivalent coalgebras. The proof of the
w xfollowing proposition is modelled after 4, Theorem 5 .
1.1. PROPOSITION. If F: M C ª M D is an equi¨ alence of categories,f f
C Dthen F can be uniquely extended to an equi¨ alence F: M ª M .
Proof. Given M g M C, write M s D M as direct union of a directig I i
system of finite-dimensional subcomodules of M. Put
F M s lim F M , .  .iª
igI
where the direct limit is made in the category M D. Now we will show that
 .  4the definition of F M does not depend on the direct system M : i g Ii
 4chosen. Assume that M s D M , where M : j g J is another directjg J j j
system of finite-dimensional subcomodules of M. For i g I, j g J, put
 .M s M l M . Given i g I, M s D M . Since F M is finite-dimen-i j i j i jg J i j i
 .sional for every i g I and F M is isomorphic to a subcomodule ofi j
 .  .  .F M , it follows that F M s lim F M , where this direct limit isi i i jjg J
D  .  .computed in M . Analogously, F M s lim ig I F M for every j g I.j i j
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Therefore,
lim F M s lim lim F M ( lim lim F M s lim F M . .  .  .  .i i j i j jª ª ª ª ª ª
igI igI jgJ jgJ igI jgJ
Of course, we can choose as direct system for M the set of all finite-di-
mensional subcomodules of M. Now, we will define F on morphisms.
Given f : M ª N a morphism of right C-comodules, put M s D Mig I i
and N s D N , as direct union of direct systems of finite-dimensionaljg J j
 . y1 .subcomodules. For i, j g I = J, put M s M l f N . Order I = Ji, j i j
  . 4componentwise. We obtain a direct system M : i, j g I = J of finite-i, j
 .dimensional subcomodules of M such that M s D M . For i, ji, jg I=J i, j
g I = J, let f : M ª N be the morphism given by restriction of f :i, j i, j j
 .  .M ª N to M . We have that f s lim f . Define F f s lim F f . Iti, j i, j i, j
can be proved, as before, that this definition does not depend on the
choice of the direct-union representations of M and N and that, in this
C Dway, we obtain a covariant functor F: M ª M . Since F is an equiva-
lence, there is an inverse equivalence G: M D ª M C of F. Of course, wef f
D C Ccan construct an extension G: M ª M of G. Now, for M g M , put
M s D M , as direct union of finite-dimensional subcomodules, andig I i
compute
G F M s lim G F M ( lim M s M . .  . . . i iª ª
  . 4The first equality holds because F M : i g I becomes a direct system ofi
 .finite-dimensional subcomodules of F M . The second natural isomor-
phism is given by the natural isomorphism GF ( 1 C . Therefore, weMf
Cobtain a natural isomorphism G( F ( 1 . Analogously, it can be provedM
Dthat F (G ( 1 naturally.M
Since every equivalence preserves direct limits, it follows that the
equivalence F is determined by F up to natural isomorphisms.
w1.2. Remark. Proposition 1.1 can be proved as well by using 2,
xTheoreme II.4.1 .Â Á
1.3. THEOREM. 1. Let F: M C ª M D be an equi¨ alence of categories.
The restriction functor F f: M C ª M D is an equi¨ alence of categories.F f
f 2. The assignment F ¬ F defines a bijecti¨ e correspondence up to
. C Dnatural isomorphisms between equi¨ alences M ; M and equi¨ alences
M C ; M D.f f
C  .Proof. If M g M is finite-dimensional, then F M is a right D-
comodule of finite length and, so, it is finite-dimensional. Therefore, F
induces by restriction an equivalence F f: M C ª M D. The theoremf f
follows now from Proposition 1.1.
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A duality between abelian categories is a contravariant equivalence
between them. Consider contravariant functors between abelian categories
H : A ¡ AX : H X
together with natural transformations t : 1 ª H X ( H and t X: 1 X ªA A
X  . X X X .X X XH( H , satisfying the conditions H t (t s 1 and H t (t sA H A H A A H A
1 X X for A g A and AX g AX. This situation is called a right adjoint pair.H A
An object A g A is said to be reflexive if t is an isomorphism. Analo-A
gously, an object AX g AX is reflexive if t X is an isomorphism. If we denoteA
by A and AX the full subcategories of A and AX consisting of the reflexive0 0
objects, then the functors H and H X form a duality between them.
w xFollowing the terminology of 4 we will say that the right adjoint pair is a
Colby]Fuller duality between A and AX if and only if the functors H and
H X are exact and A and AX are closed under subobjects, quotient objects,0 0
 .and finite direct sums i.e., they are finite closed and contain sets of
X  .generators for A and A i.e., they are generating .
For a k-abelian category A, the notation A stands for the full subcate-f
gory of A of all the objects of finite length. This notation is consistent with
that introduced for categories of comodules.
1.4. LEMMA. If H: A ª B is a Colby]Fuller duality, then the restriction
functor H f: A ª B is a duality.f f
Proof. Every object A of A is an epimorphic image of a finite directf
sum of reflexive generators, whence A itself is reflexive. In particular,
 .every simple object of A is reflexive. Therefore, H S is simple for every
 .simple object S of A. It is easy to prove by induction that H A has finite
length for every A g A of finite length. Therefore, H f is well-defined and
it is a duality.
w x CA coalgebra C is said to be right semiperfect 7 if the category M has
w xenough projectives. In 5 we showed that the notion of semiperfect
coalgebra is intimately related to the concept of Colby]Fuller duality. On
the other hand, the existence of a Colby]Fuller duality entails conse-
w xquences about the linearly compact objects of the categories 4 . A full
subcategory L of a Grothendieck category A is said to be linearly compact
 4if for every inverse system L ª A of epimorphisms, with L g L , thei i i
projective limit lim L ª lim A is an epimorphism. Recall that M C isi i
isomorphic to the full subcategory of U Mod of all the rational leftC
CU-modules. We will identify these categories. Let us denote
by Rat: U Mod ª M C the functor that maps a left CU-module M onto itsC
 .largest rational submodule Rat M . This functor is a left exact preradical
for any coalgebra C. Of course, there is another rational functor Rat:
C  .UU U UMod ª M. The notation ] : Mod ª Mod stands for the exactC C C
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 .  .U C Ccontravariant functor Hom ], k . The restriction ] : M ª M is ak f f
duality. Finally, observe that M C is a fully reflective subcategory of
U Mod, i.e., the reflector Rat: U Mod ª M C is right adjoint to the obviousC C
C  4U``inclusion'' functor I: M ª Mod. Therefore, if M is an inverseC i
system of right C-comodules, then the projective limit in M C is computed
 . Uas Rat lim M , where lim M is computed in Mod. However, the directi i C
limits in M C can be computed in U Mod.C
1.5. THEOREM. The following statements are equi¨ alent for a coalgebra C.
 .  .U C Ci Rat( ] : M ª M is exact.
 .ii C is right semiperfect.
 . C Ciii M is a linearly compact subcategory of M .f
 .  . w xProof. i m ii This is 5, Theorem 3.3 .
 .  .  4i « ii Let M ª N be an inverse system of epimorphisms, withi i
C  U U4M g M for every i. Then N ª M is a direct system of monomor-i f i i
phism in CM. This gives a monomorphism lim NU ª lim MU in CM. Applyi i
 .U  U .Uthe exact functor Rat( ] to obtain an epimorphism Rat lim M ªi
 U .U  UU .  UU .Rat lim N . Therefore, Rat lim M ª Rat lim N is an epimor-i i i
phism. Since M and N are finite-dimensional for every i, we have naturali i
isomorphisms MUU ( M and NUU ( N for every index i. Therefore, wei i i i
 .  .  .have the epimorphism Rat lim M ª Rat lim N . Since Rat lim M isi i i
the projective limit of the M in M C, we conclude that M C is a linearlyi f
compact subcategory of M C.
 .  .iii « i Let
0 ª M X ª M ª MY ª 0
be an exact sequence in CM. Put M s D M , where the M 's form aig I i i
direct system of finite-dimensional subcomodules of M. For each i g I,
consider the exact sequence
0 ª M X ª M ª MY ª 0,i i i
X X Y  Y .where M s M l M and M s Im M ª M . Taking direct limits, wei i i i
obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows
6 X 6 6 Y 60 lim M lim M lim M 0
6 6 6
i i i
( ( (
X Y6 6 6 60 M M M 0
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 .Uwhere the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. Apply the functor Rat( ]
to obtain a commutative diagram
U U UX X6 6 60 Rat lim M Rat lim M Rat lim M .  .  .i i i
6 6 6
( ( (
U UY XU6 6 60 Rat M Rat M Rat M .  .
with exact rows. We must prove that the map
U UXRat lim M ª Rat lim M .  .i i
is an epimorphism. To do this, consider the inverse system of epimor-
 U  X. 4 C U Cphisms M ª M * in M , where M g M for every i g I. Sincei i i f
C   U .f y M is linearly compact, this induces an epimorphism Rat lim M ªi
  X.U .  .URat lim M . Finally, we have a natural isomorphism Rat lim M (i i
U .Rat lim M for every index i which finishes the proof.i
1.6. THEOREM. 1. If there is a Colby]Fuller duality between M C and DM ,
then C is right semiperfect and D is left semiperfect.
2. If C is right semiperfect and D is left semiperfect, then the assignment
H ª H f which maps a Colby]Fuller duality H: M C ª DM to its restriction
f C D  .H : M ª M gi¨ es a bijecti¨ e up to natural isomorphisms correspon-f f
dence between the Colby]Fuller dualities from M C to DM and the dualities
from M C to D M.f f
 . C DProof. 1 By Lemma 1.4, M and M are finitely closed subcate-f f
w x  wgories of reflexive objects. By 3, Proposition 3.1 see also 4, Lemma 2,
x. C DTheorem 3 , these are linearly compact subcategories of M and M ,
respectively. By Theorem 1.5, C is right semiperfect and D is left semiper-
fect.
 . C D2 By Lemma 1.4, every Colby]Fuller duality H: M ª M induces
by restriction a duality H f: M D ª D M. Now, we must show that everyf f
duality H : M C ª D M can be uniquely extended to a Colby]Fuller0 f f
duality H: M C ª DM. It is clear that M C and D M are finitely closedf F
generating subcategories of M C and DM , respectively. By Theorem 1.5,
C D wM and M are linearly compact subcategories. By 4, Theorem 5; 3,f f
x C DTheorem 2.1 , the duality H : M ª M can be uniquely extended to a0 f f
DCColby]Fuller duality H: M ª M.
C D  .U CGiven a duality H: M ª M , the covariant functor ] ( H: M ªf f f
M D is an equivalence. On the other hand, from every equivalencef
C D  .U C DF: M ª M we can obtain a duality ] ( F: M ª M. Since theref f f f
 .UU Dis a natural isomorphism ] ( 1 we have the foregoing assignmentsMf
 .give a bijective correspondence up to natural isomorphisms between
dualities M C ª D M and equivalences M C ª D M. These facts, togetherf f f f
with Theorems 1.3 and 1.6, give rise to the following theorem.
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1.7. THEOREM. Assume that C is right semiperfect and D is left semiper-
 .fect. There is a bijecti¨ e up to natural isomorphisms correspondence between
equi¨ alences M C ª M D and Colby]Fuller dualities M C ª DM.
w xFollowing 12 we will say that a left C-comodule M is quasi-finite if the
 .vector space of all C-collinear maps Com X, M is finite-dimensional forC
every finite-dimensional left C-comodule X. For a quasi-finite comodule
 . M it is possible to define its coalgebra of coendomorphisms e M seeC C
w x .12 for details on this construction .
1.8. COROLLARY. If H: M C ª DM is a Colby]Fuller duality, then there
 .exists a C, D -bicomodule P such that P is a quasi-finite injecti¨ e cogenera-C
C  .tor of M with e P ( D and a natural isomorphismC
U
H M ( Rat M I P .  .C
for e¨ery right C-comodule M.
Proof. By Theorem 1.7, there is an equivalence F: M C ª M D which
corresponds to the Colby]Fuller duality H: M C ª DM. Moreover, the
bijective correspondence between equivalences and Colby]Fuller dualities
acts as follows. The equivalence F induces by restriction an equivalence
f C D  .U f C DF : M ª M . This equivalence provides a duality ] ( F : M ª M ,f f f f
which extends to the Colby]Fuller duality H: M C ª DM. Given M g M C,
write M s D M , where the M 's are finite-dimensional subcomodulesig I i i
of M. Then
UUf fH M s Rat lim F M ( Rat lim F M .  .  . .  . .i i
U U( Rat F lim M ( Rat F M . . .  . . i
w x  .By 12 , there is a C, D -bicomodule P such that P is a quasi-finiteC
C  .injective cogenerator of M such that e P ( D for which F ( yI PC C
naturally. This finishes the proof.
 .1.9. Remark. It follows easily from our results that if P is a C, D -C
bicomodule such that P is a quasi-finite injective cogenerator of M CC
 .  .Usuch that e P ( D, then the functor Rat( ]I P gives a Colby]FullerC C
duality between M C and DM , whenever C is right semiperfect and D is
left semiperfect.
We know by Theorem 1.6 that if there exists a Colby]Fuller duality
between the categories M C and DM , then C is right semiperfect and D is
left semiperfect. Next, we will improve this result.
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w x X X1.10. LEMMA 6, Proposicion 3.3.10 . Let H : A ¡ A : H be aÂ
Colby]Fuller duality between Grothendieck categories. If A is a projecti¨ e
 . Xobject of A then H A is an injecti¨ e object of A .
1.11. THEOREM. Assume that there is a Colby]Fuller duality
H : M C ¡DM : H X .
Then
1. C and D are left and right semiperfect coalgebras.
2. C and D are reflexi¨ e comodules.C D
3. There is a Colby]Fuller duality between CM and M D.
 .Proof. 1 By Theorem 1.6, C is right semiperfect and D is left
w xsemiperfect. By 7, Theorem 10 , D is right semiperfect if and only if the
injective hull of every simple left D-comodule is finite-dimensional. Let S
be a simple left D-comodule. Then H XS is a simple right C-comodule and,
 X .Uthus, H S is a simple left C-comodule. Since C is right semiperfect, the
 X .U w x Uinjective hull I of H S is finite-dimensional. By 7, Lemma 15 , P s I
 X .UU Xis the projective cover of H S ( H S. Therefore, we have an epimor-
phism P ª H XS, with P a finite-dimensional projective right D-comodule.
Apply H to obtain a monomorphism S ( HH XS ª HP, where HP is
finite-dimensional. By Lemma 1.10, HP is injective. Therefore, S has a
finite-dimensional injective hull and D is right semiperfect. Analogously,
C is left semiperfect.
 . w x  w x.2 By 3, Theorem 3.2 see also 4, Lemma 2, Theorem 3 the
reflexive objects under a Colby]Fuller duality are precisely the linearly
w xcompact ones. By 5, Theorem 3.5 , there are Colby]Fuller dualities
between M C and CM and between M D and DM for which C and D are
reflexive comodules. Thus, C and D are linearly compact comodules and,
therefore, they are reflexive under the duality between M C and DM.
 . C D3 By Theorem 1.7 there is an equivalence of categories M ª M .
w xBy 12, Proposition 2.1, Theorem 3.5 , there is an equivalence of categories
CM ª DM. By Theorem 1.7, there is a Colby]Fuller duality between CM
Dand M .
We will finish this section by showing that a k-linear abelian category
which is dual to a category of comodules is equivalent to a category of
comodules.
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1.12. THEOREM. Let A be a k-linear abelian category. Assume that there
is a k-coalgebra D and a Colby]Fuller duality
H : A ¡DM : H X .
The following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .i A is locally finite.
 .ii D is right semiperfect
 . Ciii A is equi¨ alent to a category of comodules M for some k-
coalgebra C.
Moreo¨er, if the foregoing equi¨ alent conditions hold, C and D are left and
right semiperfect coalgebras.
Proof. By Lemma 1.4, the restriction functor H f: A ª D M gives af f
duality.
 .  .  .i « ii and iii Assume that A is locally finite. If A, B g A
 .have finite length, then we have an isomorphism Hom A, B (A
 .Com HB, HA of k-vector spaces. This last vector space is finite-dimen-D
wsional because HB and HA are finite-dimensional D-comodules. By 12,
x CTheorem 5.1 , A is equivalent with M , for some k-coalgebra C. By
composing with this equivalence, we obtain a Colby]Fuller duality be-
tween M C and DM. By Theorem 1.11, C and D are left and right
semiperfect coalgebras.
 .  .ii « i Assume that D is right semiperfect. We will show that A
D wis already locally finite. The objects of M are reflexive and, by 4, Lemmaf
x D D2, Theorem 3 , M is a linearly compact subcategory of M. It follows fromf
Theorem 1.5 that D is left semiperfect. By the definition of Colby]Fuller
duality, there is a set of reflexive generators for A. Therefore, if we prove
the every reflexive object of A is isomorphic to a direct limit of objects
of A of finite length, then A has a set of generators of finite length and,
thus, A is locally finite. Take A g A a reflexive object. Thus, HA g
D  .U . D  .U .M and Rat HA g M . Therefore, Rat HA s lim M , where thei
 X .U4M 's are finite-dimensional right D-comodules. Observe that H Mi i
X .Uis a direct system of objects of A of finite length. Put B s lim H M .i
The functor H transforms direct limits into inverse limits. Therefore,
UU UXHB s Rat lim HH M ( Rat lim M ( Rat lim M .  .  . .  .i i i
UUs Rat Rat HA . . . .
w xSince D is left and right semiperfect, we can apply 5, Theorem 3.5 to
  .U .U .obtain Rat Rat HA ( HA. Hence, HB ( HA. Finally, B s
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X .U X Xlim H M ( H HB ( H HA ( A and A is generated by a set of objectsi
of finite length of A.
 .  . Ciii « i Assume that A is equivalent to M for some coalgebra
CC. We know that M is locally finite, and so is A.
2. CO-COMMUTATIVE DUAL COALGEBRAS
ARE ISOMORPHIC
A subcoalgebra A of a k-coalgebra C is a subspace of C such that
 .D A : A m A. In particular, A is a C-subbicomodule of C. The subcoal-C
 .gebra A is a coalgebra with structure maps comultiplication and counit
defined as the restrictions of the structure maps of C to A. Every right
A-comodule M with structure map M ª M m A is canonically a right
C-comodule with structure map M ª M m A ª M m C induced by the
inclusion A : C. This gives an exact functor M A ª M C called the core-
U U  U :striction functor. For arbitrary elements c g C and c g C, c , c stands
U  .for the scalar c c g k. For the subcoalgebra A, define
H U U  U : 4A s c g C : c , a s 0 ;a g A ,
which is an ideal of the algebra CU. Analogously, for every ideal I of CU ,
the set
H  : 4I s c g C : t , c s 0 ; t g I
is a subcoalgebra of C. The equality AH Hs A holds for any subcoalgebra
A of C.
Consider an equivalence of categories
F : M C ¡ M D : G,
w xwhere C and D are arbitrary coalgebras. By 9, Theorem 4.2 , every
subcoalgebra A of C defines a closed subcategory C of M C given byA
C  C H 4C s M g M : r M : M m A s M g M : A M s 0 . 4A M
It is easy to check that the corestriction functor M A ª M C induces an
isomorphism of categories between M A and C . Now defineA
F C s N g M D : N ( F M , M g C s N g M D : G N g C , .  .  . 4  4A A A
which is a closed subcategory of M D.
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2.1. LEMMA. Let A, AX be subcoalgebras of C. A : AX if and only if
 .  .X XC : C if and only if F C : F C .A A A A
Proof. First, observe that, since F is an equivalence, it is easy to prove
 .  . XX Xthat C : C if and only if F C : F C . Now it is clear that if A : A ,A A A A
then C : C X . Conversely, assume that C : C X . The inclusion A : AXA A A A
w xcan be deduced from 9, Theorem 4.2 .
w x  . DBy 9, Theorem 4.2 , the closed subcategory F C of M determinesA
 .uniquely a subcoalgebra B of D such that F C s C . In other words,A B
 .given a subcoalgebra A of C, define B s w A by the condition C sB
 .  .F C . Let us denote by Subco C the set of all subcoalgebras of C,A
endowed by the partial order given by the inclusion relation. This order
 .determines a lattice structure on Subco C , where the infimum is given by
the intersection and the supremum is given by the sum of subcoalgebras.
 .  .By Lemma 2.1, the map w : Subco C ª Subco D induced by the equiva-
C D  .  X. Xlence F: M ª M satisfies w A : w A if and only if A : A , for
X  .A, A g Subco C . Thus, we have the following proposition.
 .  .2.2. PROPOSITION. The map w : Subco C ª Subco D is a lattice iso-
morphism.
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let A be any subcoalgebra of C.
 .1. If A is finite-dimensional, then w A is finite-dimensional.
 .2. A is coidempotent if and only if w A is coidempotent.
 .3. A and w A are Takeuchi-equi¨ alent.
 w x.We recall see 11, p. 83 that if X and Y are k-subspaces of coalgebra
y1 .C, then X n Y denotes the subspace D C m Y q X m C . A subcoalge-C
bra A of C is said to be coidempotent if A s A n A.
 .  .Proof. 1 w A is finite-dimensional if and only if it is an element of
 .finite length in the lattice Subco D . Since A is of finite length in the
 .  .lattice Subco C , we can apply Proposition 2.2 to obtain that w A is
finite-dimensional.
 . w x2 By 9, Theorem 4.5 , A is coidempotent if and only if C is aA
localizing subcategory of M C. On the other hand, it is clear that C is aA
C  .localizing subcategory of M if and only if F C is a localizing subcate-A
D  .gory of M . Therefore, A is coidempotent if and only if w A is coidem-
potent.
 . C D3 The equivalence F: M ª M induces by restriction an equiva-
lence C ª C . Since C is isomorphic to M A and C is isomorphicA w  A. A w  A.
w A.  .to M , it follows that A and w A are Takeuchi-equivalent
coalgebras.
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2.4. Remark. It follows from Theorem 1.7 that if there is a
Colby]Fuller duality between C and D, then we can define a lattice
 .  .isomorphism w : Subco C ª Subco D for which Proposition 2.3 holds.
 .2.5. PROPOSITION. For any subcoalgebra A of C , w A s
  ..HUAnn F A .D
 .  .  .Proof. Let B s w A . Since F A g F C s C , we have aA B
 .  I .monomorphism of right D-comodules F A ª B for some index set I.
 .   .. w x HU UTherefore, Ann B : Ann F A . By 9, Proposition 4.1 , B sD D
 . H   ..U UAnn B . Hence, B : Ann F A . On the other hand, B g C ,D D D B
 .whence G B g C . This entails the existence of a monomorphism of rightA
 .  I .C-comodules G B ª A for some index set I. Apply the equivalence F
to obtain the monomorphism of right D-comodules
 .I I .B ( FG B ª F A ( F A . .  .  .
H  .   .. HU UThis implies that B s Ann B = Ann F A . Therefore, B sD D
H H H  ..    ...U UAnn F A , which implies that B s B s Ann F A .D D
 C . CThe centre Z M of the category M is defined as the set of all
natural transformations s : 1 C ª 1 C . This set is endowed with a canoni-M M
cal commutative algebra structure. An element l of k can be identified
with the natural transformation r : 1 C ª 1 C given by l : M ª M,M M M
 .l m s lm for every element m in the right C-comodule M. On theM
 U .other hand, we will use the notation Cen C for the centre of the alge-
bra CU.
 C .  U .  .2.6. LEMMA. The map F : Z M ª Cen C gi¨ en by F s sC C
e (s is an isomorphism of algebras.C C
Proof. Some routine computations prove that F is an algebra homo-C
 C .morphism. To show that F is a monomorphism, take s g Z M suchC
 .that F s s 0. Thus, s : C ª C is a right C-comodule map such thatC
 . Ue (s s 0. Since the map Com C, C ª C given by f ¬ e ( f is anC C C C
isomorphism of vector spaces, it follows that s s 0. On the other hand,C
 4for any set M : i g I of right C-comodules, the morphism [s : [Mi M ii
ª [M coincides with the morphism s : [M ª [M . Given ai [M i ii
right C-comodule M with structure map r : M ª M m C, the rightM
C-comodule M m C is a direct sum of copies of C indexed by a basis of
the vector space M. Therefore, s s I m s s 0. Finally, observeMmC M C
that, since s is natural and r is a C-comodule map, 0 s s ( r sM MmC M
r (s . But r is a monomorphism, whence s s 0 and, thus, s s 0.M M M M
U  U . CNow, we will show that F is surjective. Given c g Cen C and M g M ,C
 . Udefine s : M ª M by s m s c m for every M g M. It is clear thatM M
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s is CU-linear, and, so, it is a morphism of right C-comodules. This pro-M
 C .vides a natural transformation s g Z M . Given c g C, use Sweedler's
 . .  U .   U :.-notation to compute F s c s e c c s e  c c , c sC C C c. 1. 2.
 . U :  U  . :  U : e c c , c s c ,  e c c s c , c . We have provedc. C 1. 2. c. C 1. 2.
U .that F s s c .C
Let us now return to our equivalence
F : M C ¡ M D : G.
 C .  .  D. DGiven s g Z M define F s g Z M as follows. Consider g : 1 ªC M
 .CFG and h: 1 ª GF natural isomorphisms such that F h s g F andM
 . D  . y1  .G g s hG. For N g M , define F s s g ( F s (g .C N N GN . N
 C .  D.2.7. LEMMA. The map F : Z M ª Z M is an isomorphism ofC
algebras.
 . D DProof. First, we must show that F s : 1 ª 1 is a natural trans-C M M
 X.  .formation. For f g Com N, N , we need to show that f ( F s sD C N
 .  . y1 y1  .X X XF s ( f or, equivalently, F s (g ( f (g s g ( f (g ( F s .C N G N N N N N G N
 .  . y1XThere is a g g Com GN, GN such that F g s g ( f (g . On theC N N
  ..other hand, s g Cen Com GN, GN , which entails that s ( g sG N C G N
g (s . Now, apply the functor F to obtain the naturality. It is easy toG N
 C .  D.show that F : Z M ª Z M is an algebra homomorphism. Next, weC
 .  C .will prove that F is bijective. If F s s 0, for s g Z M , then 0 sC C
 . y1  . C  .F s s g ( F s (g for every M g M . Thus, F s s 0C FM FM G FM FM G FM
whence s s 0. Since GFM ( M, we have that s s 0 and, therefore,G FM M
 D.s s 0. Finally, we check that F is surjective. Given t g Z M , defineC
y1  . C  C .s s h (G t (h for M g M . This gives s g Z M . A routineM M FM M
 .computation shows that F s s t .C
2.8. PROPOSITION. For an equi¨ alence F: M C ª M D the map
F: Cen CU ª Cen DU .  .
defined by F s F ( F (Fy1 is an isomorphism of algebras.D C C
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7.
A coalgebra C is said to be cocommutati¨ e if T (D s D , where T :C C
 X . XC m C ª C m C is the twist map T c m c s c m c. It is well known that
C is cocommutative if and only if the dual algebra CU is commutative.
2.9. THEOREM. Assume that C and D are cocommutati¨ e coalgebras.
1. If there is an equi¨ alence between M C and M D, then CU and DU
are isomorphic algebras.
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2. If there is a Colby]Fuller duality between M C and DM , then CU and
DU are isomorphic algebras.
 .Proof. 1 It is a consequence of Proposition 2.8.
 . C D2 By Theorem 1.7, there is an equivalence between M and M .
 .Now, apply part 1 .
For a subcoalgebra A of C we can define an algebra homomorphism
 C .  A.a : Z M ª Z M in the following way. We know that the corestriction
functor M A ª M C induces an isomorphism of categories between M A
 C .and C . Thus, given s g Z M we can consider the restriction of s toA
A C  .  A.the subcategory M of M . This defines an element a s of Z M .
 C .  A.Therefore, we obtain an algebra morphism a : Z M ª Z M . Con-
 .sider B s w A the corresponding subcoalgebra of D under the equiva-
C D  C .  A.  D.  B.lence F: M ª M . If a : Z M ª Z M and b : Z M ª Z M
are the induced algebra morphisms, then the diagram
FCC D6Z M Z M .  .
6 6
1 .a b
FAA B6Z M Z M .  .
is commutative.
For a subcoalgebra A of C, the inclusion map induces a surjective
algebra homomorphism CU ª AU that defines, by restriction, an algebra
 U .  U .homomorphism Cen C ª Cen A .
2.10. LEMMA. The following diagram of homomorphisms of algebras is
commutati¨ e.
FU U6Cen C Cen D .  .
6 6
gf
XFU U6Cen A Cen B .  .
where F and FX are the isomorphisms gi¨ en by Proposition 2.8 and f , g are
the canonical algebra homomorphisms induced by the inclusions A : C and
B : D.
Proof. We must prove that g (F ( F Fy1 s F ( F (Fy1 ( f. WeD C C B A A
will make free use of the notations of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, Proposition 2.8,
 .  C .  .  .and diagram 1 . For s g Z M we have that f (F s s f e (s sC C C
 .  . .e (s s e (s s F ( a s . Hence, f (F s F ( a . Analogously,C C < A A A A C A
y1 y1  .g (F s F ( b. Now, g (F ( F (F s F ( b ( F (F . By 1 , thisD B D C C B C C
last map is F ( F ( a (Fy1 s F ( F (Fy1 ( f. This finishes theB A C B A A
proof.
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2.11. THEOREM. Assume that C and D are cocommutati¨ e coalgebras.
1. If there is an equi¨ alence between M C and M D then C and D are
isomorphic coalgebras.
2. If there is a Colby]Fuller duality between M C and DM , then C and D
are isomorphic coalgebras.
 .  4Proof. 1 Write C s D C for a direct system C : i g I of finite-ig I i i
 .dimensional subcoalgebras of C. Put D s w C for every i g I. Since wi i
 4is a lattice isomorphism, it follows that D : i g I is a direct system ofi
finite-dimensional subcoalgebras of D and D s D D . Moreover, allig I i
these coalgebras are cocommutative, so that their dual algebras are
commutative. For i g I we have the algebra isomorphism F : CU ª DUi i i
given by Proposition 2.8. For i, j g I, with i F j we have the diagram
FjU U6D Dj j
6 6
FiU U6C Di i
where the vertical arrows are the canonical algebra morphisms given by
the inclusions C : C and D : D . This diagram is commutative byi j i j
Lemma 2.10. Taking duals, we obtain coalgebra isomorphisms
FUiUU UUu : C ( C ª D ( Di i i i i
compatible with the inclusions C : C and D : D for i F j. Takingi j i j
direct limits, we obtain a coalgebra isomorphism lim u : C ª D.i
 .  .2 This is a consequence of Theorem 1.7 and part 1 .
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